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The Red Widow 
By: Chris Griesinger 

A Reclamation Adventure in Four Events 

Designed for 4-6 protagonists of intro- to mid-level. 

 

Included Pre-generated Characters: 

Brendan Phelps – Survivor Archivist  – (10 Resource Points)  

Alec Farris – Paragon Bruiser – (10 Resource Points) 

Seth of the Burning Truths – Magi Chaplain – (10 Resource Points) 

Desmont Lafayette – Pariah Daemon – (10 Resource Points) 

Isaiah Washington – Host Tinkerer – (20 Resource Points) 

 

 

*Please note that these pre-generated characters are designed for playing the Red Widow adventure and do not necessarily 

follow the normal conventions for character creation in Reclamation. In other words, they are not TRUE “level 1” characters. 
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FateDealer Story Overview 
 

The protagonists are members of the Protectorate 

with orders to investigate a series of strange 

disappearances at a nearby live cell. As it turns out, 

this sudden re-location has gained the attention and 

wroth of an archon once named Jami Ratcliffe. This 

horde-thane used to be a school teacher in a nearby 

town until a fatal car crash over four decades ago 

killed her son. This sent Jami into a violent depression 

that transformed her into the demon that she is 

today—The Red Widow. Dwight Lattimore, the leader 

of this live cell, was actually involved in the car wreck 

(he was a teenager then), and even though he was not 

responsible for the collision, The Red Widow seeks 

vengeance all the same. At night, she projects her 

dark thoughts into the men of the Lattimore live cell, 

coercing them into The Black Dream. In that state, 

each one abducts a child and heads towards the ghost 

city of Ashland to sacrifice their own lives (and the 

children) as an offering to The Red Widow. In order to 

stop further abductions and to rescue the children of 

the live cell that were stolen by the possessed cell-

mates, the protagonists will have to venture into the 

ghost town of Ashland, discover the archon’s dark 

history, and finally confront and slay her. 

EVENT 1: THE LATTIMORE LIVE CELL 

The protagonists travel to the live cell. Arriving in the 

dead of night, they witness firsthand the possessed 

men of the cell trying to take children across the river 

towards the ghost town of Ashland. They must stop as 

many of the men as possible. Fallout Rank 4. 

EVENT 2: JAMI’S HOME IN ASHLAND 

The protagonists journey to the ghost town of 

Ashland and discover the archon’s house with clues 

that point to how the Red Widow became an archon 

and where the stolen children were taken. The party 

will also confront the terrified refugees of this village 

who are losing themselves to The Sickness. Fallout 

Rank 5. 

 

 

EVENT 3: ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL 

The clues at the house lead the party to the nearby 

high school where it all began. In Jami Ratcliffe’s old 

classroom they will find the abducted children with 

the exception of Dwight Lattimore’s 16-year old son. 

The children say that she took him to the Football 

Field. Fallout Rank 6. 

EVENT 4: HOMECOMING ON THE FIELD 

At the 50-yard line the party will confront The Red 

Widow who has Dwight Lattimore’s son held hostage. 

The group must save the boy and defeat Jami 

Ratcliffe. Fallout Rank 8. 

PROTAGONIST BACKGROUND –READ TO PLAYERS 

You are sworn men (and women) of the Sentry Defense 

Initiative (SDI)—a division of the Protectorate responsible for 

defending live cells and other communities from the terrors of 

the Dystopia. Members of this order are sometimes called the 

Beggars’ Guard as they are often poorly equipped and 

organized. While security is considered important, the 

Protectorate usually allocates most of its resources towards 

building haven-cities and arming larger forces to conquer new 

territories. Basically, the Protectorate Crusaders get the glory 

of building a new empire and the SDI gets the impossible task 

of trying to hold that empire together. 

You are currently stationed at an SDI outpost (presumably 

somewhere in the US Midwest, but feel free to convert this 

location to wherever) which is a simple facility with a barracks, 

mess hall, and training grounds. The outpost just received a 

psychic transmission from David Eldritch—an Archivist 

assigned to oversee the safety of one of the many live cells in 

the area that have sworn fealty to the Protectorate in 

exchange for safety. Eldritch provided few details, but states 

that the cell is in jeopardy and requests that a security team 

be dispatched immediately. You are that security team. Secure 

the cell and destroy all enemies of the Protectorate’s peace. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Once every player has a character and has picked 

additional items based on their starting resource 

points, start the mission by reading or paraphrasing 

the following: 

Your squad has been on the road for almost five hours, 

traversing empty highways, overgrown city blocks, and 

windswept ruins. Along the way you have passed the skeletons 

of rusted vehicles, a few actual skeletons, and other broken 

relics of the lost world. The jeep that’s carried you this far has 

coughed and sputtered through most of the trip, but 

thankfully, it has at last brought you to the coordinates that 

you were given as a destination—the middle of nowhere. 

You see the figure of a robed man in the distance. He is 

waiving his arms to flag you down. As you drive in closer, you 

can see that the man is adorned in the ceremonial chains of 

the Archivist Guild; this is certainly David Eldritch, the Archivist 

assigned by the Protectorate to secure the Lattimore Family 

Live Cell.  

He is leaning against an old tree with limbs that reach up into 

the sky like arthritic claws. The tree appears to be diseased, 

black and spoiled. David is standing at the edge of a steep hill 

that falls at a sharp angle behind him; it’s like he’s standing on 

the edge of the world. 

MEETING DAVID ELDRITCH 

After chastising the group for taking too long to 

arrive, David tells them to leave the jeep and follow 

him because the live cell can only be reached on foot. 

Archivist Eldritch leads the party down a winding 

path that snakes towards the valley below. He warns 

the party to only walk where he walks as there are 

numerous booby traps and pitfalls. It will take quite 

some time for the group to descend to the base. 

During the walk, David offers to answer general 

questions about the situation at hand. Here are the 

major points: 

 Archivist Eldritch is the custodian of the Lattimore 

live cell; it consists of 30 people, with over half of the 

cell falling between the ages of 8 and 16. The leader of 

this cell is Dwight Lattimore, age 57. 

 Until three weeks ago, this cell lived in a warehouse in 

the city ruins the party drove through earlier. As the 

threat from the mortis-horde grew worse, Eldritch 

decided to relocate the cell to a remote cave by the 

river—a more defensible position.  

 Eldritch called SDI because there have been a series of 

disappearances over the last week. Each time it is one 

of the men and a child. At first he thought they were 

simply defectors, but now he believes the camp is 

being raided at night.  

 Four men and four children have gone missing so far.  

 His sentry is always the one that goes missing. When 

Eldritch posts two sentries, one disappears and the 

other one is bloody and unconscious the following 

morning. 

 Eldritch has become the de facto leader of this live 

cell. Dwight Lattimore has become a ghost of himself 

since their move to the cave. Everyone in the cell 

(especially Dwight) has become paranoid to sleep in 

fear that they may disappear. If something is not done 

soon, Eldritch believes The Sickness will start to 

break the will of these survivors. 

Event 1: The Lattimore Live Cell 
 

Darkness falls as they continue to descend the steep 

valley side. David Eldritch has a flashlight, but the 

party will need another source of light to safely 

traverse the path. Otherwise, you may choose to have 

each member of the group pass a DEX (Physical 

Mastery) check ST: 15 or slip and tumble down the 

hill for a few Pain or Injury points—your discretion. 

 

DAVID ELDRITCH – HOST FORERUNNER 

A cantankerous codger in his early 60s, David Eldritch is 

clearly displeased with the company of his current 

assignment. He longs to be re-located to New Columbus, 

a prominent haven-city that has reclaimed many luxuries 

of comfort. David has pale skin, narrow features, a 

balding head with a wiry white beard coated in filth and 

grime. He wears a dark blue robe adorned with the 

Protectorate insignia that has the Archivist crest just 

underneath it. 

His Archivist discipline is survival, meaning he is adept 

at teaching others how to survive in even the most 

inhospitable locations. His current mission is to teach the 

Lattimore live cell how to endure in this sparsely 

populated region with minimal resources. 
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As they near the mouth of the cave, they are greeted 

by the sound of cries. The remaining adult men of the 

live cell (six in total) are moving towards the river; 

each one has one to two squirming children hiked 

under their arms. These men do not respond to any 

calls or commands. They seem hypnotized, eyes 

always facing the shallow river. However, if attacked, 

these men will lash out with reckless abandon.  

Each man will continue to carry their children across 

the river if possible until they are struck. Once struck, 

they will fight until they have suffered an injury point; 

this breaks the trance. 

Refer to pg. 11 for a potential gridded map for this 

encounter. 

AFTER THE FIGHT . . .  

It takes quite some time to restore order to the 

panicked live cell. Once Eldritch and the party finally 

calm everyone down, it is discovered that Dwight 

Lattimore is missing along with his own 16-year old 

grandson, Everett.  

Those men who are freed from the trance say they 

couldn’t control their bodies. They remember seeing a 

beautiful woman wreathed in flame, begging them to 

bring her children to play with her own. Each man 

describes seeing the exact same house in their Black 

Dream visions—a dilapidated home on a street 

corner covered in graffiti. They also remember seeing 

a street sign that read Shafor St. on one side and 

Alameda Ln. on the other. 

The remaining members of the live cell will want the 

party to immediately hunt after the men that got 

away and the other missing members of their clan, 

but David Eldritch will strongly encourage them to 

wait until morning to recuperate, and more 

importantly, to not venture to Ashland in the dark. 

The party may choose how to proceed, but if they 

travel to Ashland that night, they will suffer darkness-

related penalties through the rest of the adventure, 

and you may want to slightly increase the difficulty of 

each subsequent encounter. 

The rest of the live cell has little to offer the group in 

terms of information or supply; they can only point in 

the general direction of Ashland which is the 

direction in which their possessed men were heading. 

Eldritch can access The Cartographer (a Host 

evolution) to draw them a fairly accurate map of 

Ashland to help guide them, but only if they are 

willing to wait the night (and only if they are in good 

standing with Eldritch). Alternatively, if one of the 

protagonists is a Host, Eldritch could always relay 

directions to them via Host Link. 

Event 2: Jami’s Home in Ashland 
 

It won’t take long to travel from the Lattimore live cell 

to the remnants of the Ashland Township. Once they 

arrive, read or paraphrase the following: 

The sky is quickly growing dark and the cold wind cuts clear to 

the bone. Just ahead the remains of Ashland lay before you. 

Four decades ago, this had been a prosperous suburban 

township. The Last War never came to burn this town, but 

time has sapped the life from this place all the same. You 

travel down street after street of this crumbling ghost town. 

The roofs of many houses have caved, and a majority of these 

buildings appear to have been ransacked years ago. Those 

that haven’t completely fallen into ruin are completely 

boarded up. Nature has swallowed up much of this town. 

Vines choke the houses. Giant weed-stalks grow out of 

everything in the area; they occasionally explode white cotton 

candy-like seeds into the air that fall back to the earth like 

snowfall. Patches of grass burst out from what remains of the 

concrete roads, creating giant yellow and green sprouts. 

Ask the party to make a PER + Alertness check ST: 24. 

Protagonists that succeed recognize that they are 

being watched. Shadows dart behind houses; nervous 

eyes spy them from second story windows. These are 

the recluses of Ashland; they are a timid bunch and 

often bent to the will of the Red Widow. The party 

will not be able to catch or ambush them. 

If someone performs a Biology or Terrain Mastery 

check on these weeds and scores a 25+, they will 

recognize that the white spores from these weeds 

have a hallucinogenic effect when breathed in for 

extended periods of time. 
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As stated earlier, the party’s destination is Jami 

Ratcliffe’s house at the corner of Shafor St. and 

Alameda Ln. If the protagonists wander for a long 

period of time before finding this destination, or if 

they make a commotion along the way, they will alert 

additional townspeople to their presence which will 

result in additional combatants in the next fight 

scene. However, if the group reaches the house 

quickly and with a certain degree of stealth, they will 

face fewer enemies in that fight.  

The group may find the house faster by using the map 

that they received from Eldritch, or if he’s relaying 

directions, or if someone passes a Terrain Mastery 

check with a score of 24+.  

ARRIVING AT THE HOUSE . . .  

This house looks nothing like the others. The 

windows are not boarded, nor does it appear 

ransacked, but everything is gray and ashen like the 

color has been sapped from the home and the yard. 

There is a faint smattering of color along the walls—

old graffiti. If someone passes a Language check, they 

would identify words like “killer,” “murderer,” and 

other foul names aimed at a woman. Every window is 

shattered. The siding is dented and rocks are lying all 

about. It seems that this home has been repeatedly 

assailed, yet never sacked. The grass is dead, black. 

There is something sinister about this place. The floor 

mat says Ratcliffes. 

When the door is opened, a wild scream of terror 

erupts from nowhere. Everyone must pass a SPI + 

Iron Will check ST: 15 or suffer from fear for the 

remainder of the event. This is part of the residual 

haunting that transformed Jami Ratcliffe into an 

archon. 

GROUND FLOOR OF THE RATCLIFFE HOME: 

Inside, the possessions of the house remain, but 

everything is strewn about like everything was 

smashed in a huge fight or a wild tantrum. The 

furniture has been recently moved, and there is fresh 

ash in the fireplace.  

If the party chooses to investigate the ground floor, 

they may find the following items based on the results 

of their check: 

 Scores of 10+ allow the group to find a couple 

blue children’s jackets. They are not discolored 

like everything else in the house, so the group 

can assume that these are from the children of 

the Lattimore cell. 

 Scores of 20+ allow the group to find several 

framed pictures of Jami Ratcliffe and her son 

Craig (the pictures are signed and dated on their 

backs). You can tell from the pictures just how 

much Jami loves her son. 

 Scores of 30+ allow the group to find a satchel 

tucked in a corner of the debris full of weapons 

(a shotgun, a magnum revolver, a pistol, and 

enough extra ammo to last the rest of this 

adventure). The sack has a strange insignia on it. 

If someone passes a Language or History check 

to your satisfaction, they can recognize that this 

is an Iron Angel insignia. Judging by the dust on 

the bag, this has been sitting here for a few 

months. 

SECOND FLOOR OF THE RATCLIFFE HOME: 

The stairs climb up to a perpendicular hall with two 

rooms on the right and one down the hall on the left. 

The closest room on the right is the bathroom. There 

is a shattered mirror on the floor and old pills strewn 

about—anxiety and depression meds. The tub is 

black, mildewed, and spoiled. It seems no one has 

been in this room for quite some time. 

The next room on the right is Craig’s room. The room 

is immaculate. No dust at all. The group may reach the 

conclusion that someone frequents this room to keep 

it tidy (which is true—Jami Ratcliffe comes here on 

occasion to maintain her son’s old room). The room 

feels like a shrine; Craig’s football uniform, pads, and 

helmet have been ceremoniously laid out over the 

bed. The shelves are lined with awards and trophies 

and certificates of achievement. All of these items 

have been placed with careful precision, with love. 

The drawers are full of teenage boy clothes; they are 

perfectly folded. Posters adorn the wall of pre-
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Cataclysm athletes. The party may choose to take any 

of these items from the room. Keep these items in 

mind for the final confrontation with Jami Ratcliffe as 

it may affect the encounter. Let the protagonists know 

that Craig’s helmet and shoulder armor both count as 

Light Battle-ready head and chest armor. 

The master bedroom (the door at the end of the left 

hall) is also an ancient mess, but it doesn’t look like 

anyone has set foot in that room in a long time. There 

are shattered vases and boxes strewn about. The 

dresser is covered with tangled necklaces and rings 

and other pieces of jewelry. If the room is properly 

investigated, the party will also find an old box under 

the bed that has dozens of pictures of Jami with 

different suitors. A protagonist that passes a 

Psychology check to your satisfaction can identify 

that much of the debris in this room are tokens of 

affections that have been angrily dismissed and 

shattered. 

THE BASEMENT OF THE RATCLIFFE HOME: 

The basement is completely dark and the cellar 

windows have black drapes over them. In order to 

see, the group will need some form of light or to 

actually pull down some of those drapes to let light 

stream in.  The full, unfinished basement is like a 

tomb lined with pillars of old boxes. While they 

appear to have been carefully stacked many years 

ago, time and decay have molded these boxes as time 

devours all things. 

The left side of the basement is marked by year… 

1995 thru 2012 (as a general note, this adventure 

presumes that Event Zero occurred in early 2012).  

Everything the group intends to examine should 

require some kind of action check at the risk of 

breaking up the papers or having them somehow 

disintegrate.  The earlier years will show honor roll 

awards to Craig, team pictures, photo albums of trips, 

drawings and little stories, journals documenting 

what Craig did each day.  As the years progress, these 

items mature as well: collegiate letters of acceptance, 

homecoming and prom pictures, etc. The 2012 box 

specifically has a tattered article about a wreck. Refer 

to pg. 12. 

The boxes on the right are similarly numbered, but 

inside are forms and binders, bound reports and 

assessments. The documents should point to Ashland 

High School as Jami’s place of employment. She is a 

chemistry teacher at the school and heavily involved 

in a number of extracurricular activities—mostly 

related to the sciences.  

AFTER EXPLORATION ENCOUNTER . . .  

The party may explore the house in whatever order, 

but once the ground floor, second floor, and basement 

have been investigated, the protagonists will hear a 

large commotion outside. Peering out windows, the 

party will find that the house is surrounded by angry 

and frightened townspeople. Refer to pg. 11 for a 

potential gridded map for this encounter. If the party 

made a lot of noise prior to reaching this point, or if 

they were forced to wander for a while before finding 

the Ratcliffe house (your discretion), then add the 

additional townspeople. 

These individuals ARE NOT mortis-creatures. They 

do, however, suffer from chronic Sickness Spells. This 

condition has loosed their grip on reality. 

The leader of this band is a grizzled Magi named 

Arthur Wallis. The party can attempt to communicate 

with him, but he is in the deep throes of a Sickness 

Spell. Read or paraphrase the following for Arthur: 

Arthur:  “What have you done?! You crossed the threshold of 

the Red Widow’s home. Don’t you know the price of her 

hospitality is blood? Are you as blind as the suitors who came 

before you with their child offerings? She loves you not. The 

Red Widow only lusts for blood and death. She will not stop 

until her revenge is complete. You are cursed and only death 

will free you.” 

If the protagonists are hostile, the townspeople will 

attack. The group may also try to communicate with 

Arthur Wallis further. If those efforts go well, he may 

provide the following information: 

 Jami Ratcliffe started a fire in her own 

classroom (room 207) a few weeks after the 

death of her child. She killed herself and 

several students. The horror of that event 
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allowed The Sickness to spread through 

Ashland like a wildfire decades ago. 

 It’s said that she was trying to kill Dwight 

Lattimore who she held responsible for her 

son’s death, but he was rescued. Some believe 

that her anger allowed her to rise from the 

ashes and become an archon hell-bent to 

make him pay.  

 There are a few remaining live cells in 

Ashland, but they all live in fear of the Red 

Widow. People stay away from everything 

associated with that horrific accident, because 

that’s how Jami lures people (men especially) 

into her nightmare. 

 The other men of the Lattimore cell were last 

seen taking the children to the school; the 

next event of Jami’s horrifying tale. 

If the group is particularly savvy, they may convince 

Arthur Wallis to stand down and offer to provide 

some degree of assistance to them. After all, they 

share a common foe—the Red Widow. However, the 

moment they step outside of the house, one of the 

radical townspeople will scream in horror and shoot a 

rifle or rush at them with a knife, starting another 

battle.  

Event 3: Ashland High School 
 

Similar to Jami’s house, the high school seems to be 

gray and faded; something supernatural is afoot. The 

wind is blowing cold and the sky has turned black as 

cancer. In fact, the party will need some sort of light 

or suffer significant vision-related penalties at the 

FD’s discretion. 

The windows of the high school are all boarded up, 

but the front door is wide open. As the group nears 

the threshold of the school, a rush of disembodied 

screams wash over them (sounds like teenagers in 

agony). Again, the group must pass a SPI (Iron Will) 

ST: 20 check or suffer from fear for the event.  

The halls of the school are dark and dreary with a 

thick stench of death and decay. It’s like the entire 

building has become a tomb frozen in time. If the 

party does not have a light, the halls are pitch-black; 

they will continually trip and fall over debris, making 

a terrible racket in the process. Even with light, 

shadows dance like specters across the musty walls 

and empty lockers. 

Lurking the halls of this high school are the men of 

the Lattimore cell that disappeared (now lost to The 

Black Dream). There are two men plus however many 

Lattimore men escaped in Event 1. There is also a 

pack of rabid, mutated dogs in the school. The men 

will strike first. If the party continues to wander the 

halls without purpose, they will fight two hellhounds 

as well. If the group is able to quickly locate Jami’s 

classroom, they may avoid the hellhound encounter. 

The group can find the room faster if they were told 

the room number from Arthur Wallis, or if they chose 

to investigate the walls or maybe the school’s main 

office to find a diagram of the classrooms. 

 If the group has made an excessive amount of noise, 

the Lattimore men will be waiting to ambush. Unless 

someone in the party can pass a PER (Alertness) 

Check ST: 25, the Lattimore men will get a surprise 

round. Otherwise, determine Initiative as normal 

when you choose to begin the encounter. If you set up 

this encounter on a gridded map, the halls are roughly 

10 yards wide and as long as you need them to be. 

Once the party nears Jami’s classroom, they will hear 

the cries of children coming from that room. The door 

is locked but can be “picked” with a successful DEX 

(Engineering) check ST: 20 or beaten down with a 

STR (Physical Mastery) check ST: 15. Breaking the 

door open, however, will alert the dogs. 

The door is opened to an old chemistry classroom 

that is completely black and charred. The smell of 

sulfur lingers in the air. As each protagonist enters 

the room, he or she may attempt to a SPI (Philosophy) 

check ST: your discretion to see if they experience 

“the haunting” that is anchored to the room. Basically, 

something occurred here that was so horrible that it 

contributed to Jami becoming a dread archon of the 

mortis-horde. That memory is alive in this room and 

viewable to those with enough spiritual attunement. 
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Read or paraphrase the following for those who 

experienced the haunting: 

The black on the walls suddenly falls away like water running 

down an oil painting. Sunlight pours into the classroom that is 

full of very lively students that appear somewhat bored. They 

are talking to each other, texting, a couple are peeling 

through textbook pages. 

Jami Ratcliffe is sitting at the desk in front of the class. She 

looks sad and beautiful, but her countenance is absolutely 

vacant. She kisses a picture sitting on her desk and then asks a 

student in the front row to open the door to her back room. 

The student does, and an explosion of fire erupts like a fireball 

out of the closet and across the room. It seems she had made 

some kind of booby trap. The students scream as the fire 

dances across the room, setting everything on fire—tables, 

walls, people.  

There is a pounding at the classroom door. A janitor on the 

other side is trying to open the door, but it’s locked from the 

inside. Jami Ratcliffe laughs out loud while orange and red 

fingertips lick at her skirt. Eventually the door is kicked down 

and a blur of bodies storm into the room. They are trying to 

rescue the children. One of the boys is peeled off the floor and 

Jami—now on fire—goes ballistic. She screams, “No! Not 

Dwight! Not him. He killed my…” but the flames consume her.  

The fire swirls and dances around you, and then just as quickly 

as it started, it all disappears. The room goes black and cold. 

There is a tapping at the back door that is once again closed. 

After the vision subsides (or for those who did not see 

the vision at all), you find Dwight Lattimore—the 

missing leader of the Lattimore live cell—weeping at 

his old desk. There are cries and banging coming from 

the door leading back to the supply room.  

The stolen children from the live cell are behind the 

door—weak, malnourished, but alive. The children 

say that the “bad woman” took Everett out to the 

memorial to pay respects to her son, but they don’t 

know what that means. Everett is Dwight’s 17 year 

old son. 

Dwight is face down at a desk, whimpering. His skin is 

clammy and he appears to be delusional, mumbling 

“It’s not my fault!” repeatedly. If someone is able to 

calm him down with a Manipulation (Empathy) check 

or an equivalent action check, Dwight will be 

coherent enough to explain that he too suffered from 

the demented visions of the Red Widow and that he 

could not resist her call. He vaguely remembers being 

at Jami Ratcliffe’s house for a brief period of time, and 

then being compelled to come to this room. The 

memory of this room broke him, and he’s been 

weeping at this desk for what seems like forever. The 

protagonists may try to test his honesty, but he is 

telling the truth. He will now follow the group, but he 

really is in no state of mind to offer advice or provide 

direction.  

Event 4: In Memoriam 
 

The final showdown with Jami Ratcliffe is at the old 

50 yard line of the football field adjacent to the 

school. Rain falls cold and heavy as they approach; 

lightning races across the sky like silver branches.  

Everett is on his knees facing Jami. She has a curved 

blade in her hand and is talking in Deathspeak to 

Everett. She will not notice the group’s approach until 

they are 20-30 yards away. 

Jami Ratcliffe can still speak English, and therefore, 

the protagonists may choose to encounter Jami in a 

variety of ways. At any point, if they grow hostile with 

Jami, she will attack immediately. 

 

JAMI RATCLIFFE (DESCRIPTION) 

In life, Jami was beautiful, but fire claimed her beauty 

just as The Black Dream claimed her soul. Her flesh is 

black and charred. Her skin is molded into disgusting 

clumps like balls of wax. Her scalp is chipped with 

flaking skin; a few dirty strands of blonde hair stick out. 

She is wearing the remnants of a summer dress that’s 

now seared into her flesh. Most notable are her eyes 

which have earned her the fearful name “The Red 

Widow.” They are bright orange—two flames flickering 

with madness and pain. Both eyes are encircled in 

crimson red flesh seared by the fire from decades ago. 

Her madness is complete. She simultaneously loathes 

Dwight Lattimore for the death of her child, while 

refusing to believe that Craig is dead. In life, she was 

desired by men. In her new state, she plays off the 

desires of men to capture and control them. 
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The following are some important “triggers” that may 

play out in this encounter: 

IF SOMEONE IS WEARING CRAIG’S FOOTBALL ATTIRE… 

She will think that person is Craig and begin talking to 

him. She will be distracted enough to get Everett 

away and even surprise her with in combat. However, 

it will not take Jami long to realize the imposter; if she 

figures this out before the protagonists have engaged 

her, she will attack the group and be considered in a 

Rage.  

IF SOMEONE TALKS TO JAMI ABOUT CRAIG’S DEATH... 

She will lament Craig’s death and then suddenly 

become enraged once more at Dwight Lattimore. She 

will turn to Everett and cry, “A son for a son!” and 

raise her blade high into the air to deliver a killing 

blow. Protagonists willing to spend a drive point may 

take an action to interrupt her in combat. 

IF SHE IS INTRODUCED TO DWIGHT LATTIMORE… 

Unless formally introduced, the Red Widow does not 

immediately recognize Dwight (too many years have 

passed and The Black Dream has been cruel to her 

memory). However, once introduced, she will offer to 

trade Everett for Dwight—the source of her hatred. 

Dwight still seems distant and detached, leaving the 

decision up to the group. If they refuse, the Red 

Widow will lunge at Dwight before the group can 

react and sink her dagger into his heart. If they agree, 

Dwight stumbles forward but at the last second pulls 

out a gun and shoots her several times in the chest. 

She then sits up and the fight begins. 

IF SHE IS CONFRONTED WITH FIRE… 

She laughs and blows on the flame which 

encompasses the party, cutting off any hope of escape. 

Treat this as a Fire Cage (Level III Odin Magi Rite). 

IF SHE IS PRESENTED CRAIG’S TROPHIES/PICTURES… 

Jami will spend a few moments reminiscing over the 

items—a quick opportunity for the protagonists to 

pounce. Jami cannot counter the first person that 

attacks her and gets +3 added to her Counter score 

for each subsequent attack in that first round. 

Epilogue 
 

With a final gasp, The Red Widow slumps over onto 

the field. She mutters something—maybe her son’s 

name?—before the rage in her eyes at last burns out 

forever. A silence hangs in the air, interrupted only by 

the steady tapping of icy rain on the field, but a 

shimmer of sunlight is breaking through the cloud 

cover for the first time all day. 

As the protagonists retreat from the stadium, the 

townspeople of Ashland are slowly exiting their 

hiding places. There are many more of them than you 

realized. They seem groggy, as if they’ve been asleep 

for a very long time. They cheer you and celebrate 

your victory as you pass. 

The “freed” people of Ashland are without leadership 

or direction. Perhaps the protagonists choose to 

organize this town and try to establish a sort of 

community. They would be able to rule these people, 

but they would then be considered deserters of the 

Protectorate. 

Perhaps the group return to the Lattimore Live Cell. If 

Dwight is dead, this group will also be without 

leadership. Even if he is alive, the cell is in no position 

to defend itself from the other dangers of the 

Dystopia. David Eldritch will push heavily for the 

protagonists to safeguard these refugees back to HQ. 

The road back to SDI HQ will be treacherous, and 

even more so with a convoy of poorly-equipped, 

malnourished, and borderline Sickness-deranged 

people. 
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Enemies for this Adventure 
 

 

 

MEN OF LATTIMORE CELL (EVENT 1) 

These men are clearly possessed by something dark 

and malevolent. Each one has a child hiked under his 

arms. They will continue to move towards the river 

until attacked by the party. If they make it across the 

river, they disappear into the darkness. 

STR DEX SPE RES INT MAN PER SPI 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

LOW 
(1-6) 

1 Alertness  Special:   
 
 Fight with fists (Light Bashing) 
 Intimidation II 
     Escape II 

 
*As soon as the cell-mate takes 10 Pain 
Points, he “wakes up.” 
 
**The cell-mate will have a Movement of 
10 if he puts his child down. 

1 Concentration 

2 Fortitude 

0 Iron Will 

2 Physical Mastery 

+6 Defend  

+13 Counter  

10* Pain Points 

5** Movement 

 

DEMENTED ASHLAND TOWNSPEOPLE (EVENT 2) 

For the regular townspeople, use the stats of the “Men 

of Lattimore Cell.” They fight with bows and 

improvised melee weapons. 

Arthur Wallis is considered a Villain. Use these stats: 

STR DEX SPE RES INT MAN PER SPI 

LOW 
(1-6) 

LOW 
(1-6) 

LOW 
(1-6) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

EXC 
(18+) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

1 Alertness  Special:   
 
 Villain (Gets Injury Points) 
 Arthur’s Rites: 

- Emerald Flame 
- Healing of the Nile 

3 Concentration 

1 Fortitude 

2 Iron Will 

0 Physical Mastery 

+4 Defend  

+15 Counter  

15 Pain Points 

5 Movement 

 

 

 

 

 

SERVANTS OF THE RED WIDOW (EVENT 3) 

These were once men of the Lattimore live cell. They 

have fallen into The Black Dream and are now 

malevolent creatures of blood and wrath. 

STR DEX SPE RES INT MAN PER SPI 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

2 Alertness  Special:   
 

 Warfare I 
 They claw and bite for ♣=1  ♦=3  ♠=4 
♥=6 points of slashing or piercing 
damage. Wounds cause radiation. 

 Intimidation II. 
 Servants may sometimes try to scare a 

protagonist. If the protagonist is over 
their radiation limit, this will cause a 
Sickness Check. 

1 Concentration 

1 Fortitude 

1 Iron Will 

2 Physical Mastery 

+8 Defend  

+12 Counter  

16 Pain Points 

10 Movement 
 

HELLHOUNDS (EVENT 3) 

The Sickness transformed these German Shepherds 

into hulking monsters with snake-like detachable 

jaws and razor-sharp claws.  

STR DEX SPE RES INT MAN PER SPI 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

LOW 
(1-6) 

LOW 
(1-6) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

1 Alertness  Special:   
 
 When they strike and succeed, they 

both claw and bite for ♣=4  ♦=6  ♠=8 
♥=10 points of Piercing damage. 
These wounds cause radiation. 

0 Concentration 

2 Fortitude 

1 Iron Will 

2 Physical Mastery 

+10 Defend  

+8 Counter  

12 Pain Points 

15 Movement 
 

THE RED WIDOW 

Jami Ratcliffe’s description was given earlier. 

STR DEX SPE RES INT MAN PER SPI 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

EXC 
(18+) 

EXC 
(18+) 

EXC 
(18+) 

AVG 
(7-12) 

HIGH 
(13-17) 

3 Alertness  Special:   
 
 Villain 
 Special Action – Seduction: She 

may target one male protagonist 
currently over his radiation limit 
(determined by Soul Path). That 
player must make a SPI (Psychology) 
check ST: 20 or serve the Widow 
until struck for damage. 

3 Concentration 

4 Fortitude 

3 Iron Will 

3 Physical Mastery 

+10 Defend  

+12 Counter  

24 Pain Points 

10 Movement 
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Gridded Map Suggestions for Events I and II 
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The following is an article that can be found in the “2012” box of Craig Ratcliffe’s things in Jami’s 

basement. The article has been cut out of a newspaper. There is a picture associated with this article 

that shows the described article. Tell the protagonists that the tree looks very familiar to them. If 

someone is able to recall or pass an appropriate check at your discretion, they recognize that the tree in 

the photo matches the tree that David Eldritch was leaning against when he was waiting for them to 

arrive. 

In the end, this is the reason why Jami Ratcliffe has suddenly begun to terrorize the Lattimore live cell. 

When the family re-located, they passed this tree, and their presence awakened the Red Widow to their 

presence. 

 

 

 

Fatal Car Crash Kills Ashland Phenom 

March 13th, 2012 

Last night star quarterback Craig Ratcliffe was killed in a car crash just outside the 

Ashland city limits. Craig was driving down Old-63 when he drifted left-of-center and 

drove into a tree to avoid an oncoming vehicle.  

“The car was wrapped around that tree trunk like it was tin foil,” said Jack Warner, 

Deputy Sergeant of the Ashland PD. “I’ve never seen anything quite like it. Gruesome.”  

The driver of the other car, Dwight Lattimore, is also a student at Ashland High. “I 

swerved to miss him, and he swerved to miss me. I drove into a ditch and he drove into 

a tree. If I had been coming the other way then I would have died. I’m lucky, I guess.” 

Dwight called the police, but the emergency paramedics pronounced Craig Ratcliffe 

dead at the scene. Craig Ratcliffe’s blood-alcohol level was also over the legal limit. 

“This is a terrible tragedy that could have been avoided,” stated Ashland High Principal 

Sarah Walker.  

Craig’s mother, Jami Ratcliffe, is a Chemistry teacher at Ashland; Dwight Lattimore is 

one of her students. She declined to comment on the tragedy. 

A memorial service is scheduled for Saturday at noon at the Greg T. Ashland stadium.  


